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Abstract  
Characterizing the mechanical response of the human amnion is essential to understand and to 
eventually prevent premature rupture of fetal membranes. In this study, a large set of 
macroscopic and microscopic mechanical tests has been carried out on fresh unfixed amnion to 
gain insight into the time-dependent material response and the underlying mechanisms. Creep 
and relaxation responses of amnion were characterized in macroscopic uniaxial tension, biaxial 
tension and inflation configurations. For the first time, these experiments were complemented by 
microstructural information from nonlinear laser scanning microscopy performed during in-situ 
uniaxial relaxation tests. 
The amnion showed large tension reduction during relaxation and small inelastic strain 
accumulation in creep. The short-term relaxation response was related to a concomitant in-plane 
and out-of-plane contraction and was dependent on the testing configuration. The microscopic 
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investigation revealed a large volume reduction at the beginning, but no change of volume was 
measured long-term during relaxation. Tension-strain curves normalized with respect to the 
maximum strain were highly repeatable in all configurations and allowed the quantification of 
corresponding characteristic parameters. The present data indicate that dissipative behavior of 
human amnion is related to two mechanisms: (i) volume reduction due to water outflow (up to 
~20 seconds) and (ii) long-term dissipative behavior without macroscopic deformation and no 
systematic global reorientation of collagen fibers. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
The fetal membrane (FM) surrounds the growing fetus and ensures its environment during 
gestation. Preterm premature rupture of the membrane affects about 3% of all pregnancies and 
increases the risk of morbidity in the newborn [1]. The etiology of preterm premature rupture of 
the membrane is complex and not completely understood. Repeated mechanical loading, such as 
that occurring as a result of fetal movement and labor, was recently shown to affect the 
microstructure of the membrane [2] and to reduce its toughness [3]. These results suggest that the 
time- and history-dependent behavior of FM tissue plays a critical role. To understand this 
behavior, detailed analysis of both macroscopic stress and kinematic responses, and the 
microstructural mechanisms are required. 
The FM is a multilayered structure [4] with two main components, the amnion and the chorion, 
which are connected by an interface called spongy layer. The amnion is the inner layer of the FM 
facing the amniotic liquid. This thin membrane has a mean thickness of about 60-120 µm [5, 6, 7, 
8] and is composed of a monolayer of epithelial cells, a compact layer of collagen and a layer of 
collagen fibers containing fibroblast cells [4]. The amnion is considered to be the load-bearing 
layer of the FM [9] becoming the focus of mechanical investigations. In addition to its essential 
physiological function, it was also proposed as a promising candidate to be used as scaffold 
material for tissue engineering applications [10, 11]. 
The mechanical response of the intact FM and of the separated amnion was investigated in 
uniaxial tensile tests [7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], biaxial tensile tests [16, 19], puncture tests [9, 
17, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and inflation tests [3, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. These studies focused 
primarily on the quasi-static monotonic deformation and rupture behavior, with only a few works 
investigating the time-dependent response of the intact membrane [26, 28, 29] or of the amnion 
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alone [15, 16, 32]. Lavery and Miller analyzed creep and relaxation phenomena in the inflated 
intact membrane, identifying conditions of non-recoverable deformation and quantifying a 
pressure-dependent rate of relaxation [26]. The authors showed that preterm membranes were 
less affected by strain hardening, underwent thickness thinning to a greater degree than term 
membranes [28], and that membrane integrity reduced more in labored than in unlabored 
membranes [29]. Stress-relaxation and cyclic experiments on human amnion showed a stress-
level-dependent response and, surprisingly, lower dissipation at higher strain levels, which could 
indicate an intrinsic coupling of strain- and time-dependency [15, 16]. 
Stress-relaxation in soft biological tissues arises from microstructural mechanisms, such as 
relaxation of single collagen fibrils [33, 34], global rearrangement of collagen microstructure [34, 
35, 36], progressive failures of crosslinks [37, 38, 39], liquid phase rearrangement or dehydration 
[40, 41], and may depend on the stress level reached [42]. The specific mechanisms determining 
the mechanical time-dependence of amnion have not yet been identified. 
Bürzle et. al. [18] observed extremely large lateral contraction of the amnion in uniaxial tension 
tests. In contrast to the common large inter- and intra-membrane variability of the tension-stretch 
curves, this kinematic response was highly repeatable. In the present work, repeatable features of 
the time-dependent behavior will be investigated at macroscopic and microscopic length scales. 
A new in-situ experimental setup that allows for macroscopic deformation while simultaneously 
performing multiphoton microscopy was developed to gain microstructural insights. By this 
means, for the first time, thickness measurements, collagen orientation and microscopic in-plane 
kinematics were quantified for fresh, unfixed and hydrated human amnion during relaxation 
experiments. Macroscopic uniaxial tension tests with free or constrained lateral contraction were 
performed. A new normalization procedure is introduced, which extracts highly repeatable 
features of the time-dependent behavior of the amnion from the scattered experimental data 
typical for soft biological tissue samples, providing a valuable basis for the development and 
validation of corresponding constitutive models. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1: In-situ experimental setup, showing the stretching device positioned under the 
multiphoton microscope and a representative micrograph of an imaged specimen with the 
interface layer. Second harmonic generation of the collagen is shown in green and fluorescence 
of the nuclei in blue. Post-processing of the images allowed nuclei identification and collagen 
orientation extraction. 
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2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Amnion samples 
Fresh FM were collected from patients who underwent elective caesarean sections between 37 
and 39 gestational weeks. Patients were recruited with informed written consent using a protocol 
approved by the Ethical Committee of the District of Zürich (Stv22/2006 and Stv07/07). The 
selected pregnancies had no labor contractions prior to delivery, no preterm rupture of the 
membrane, no diabetes mellitus and were negative for streptococcus B, HIV, hepatitis A and B, 
chlamydia and cytomegaly. Immediately after collection, the amnion was gently separated from 
the chorion and stored in physiological solution (NaCl 0.9%) for about half an hour. Samples 
were cut with a razor blade and stored in saline solution at room temperature until testing, which 
took place within a few hours after delivery. A series of mechanical tests (section 2.2) were 
performed to characterize creep and relaxation response in uniaxial and multiaxial stress states. 
Other mechanical tests (section 2.3) were performed within the multiphoton microscope for 
microstructural characterization during relaxation. A total of 26 specimens from 8 different 
membranes were investigated and test duration ranged between 10 minutes and 2 hours. 
Corresponding sample geometries and testing configurations are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Summary of all experiments.  
Samples No. of Specimens 
Testing 
Configuration 
Specimens 
Dimensions 
Holding 
Time 
Repeated 
Loading 
R-U n=5 Uniaxial Tension Relaxation 60 mm x 15 mm 10 min After 100 min 
R-U-M n=3 Uniaxial Tension Relaxation 60 mm x 15 mm 10 min - 
R-B n=4 Biaxial Tension Relaxation 15 mm x 60 mm 10 min After 100 min 
C-U n=5 Uniaxial Tension Creep 60 mm x 15 mm 10 min After 100 min 
C-I n=4 Inflation Creep ∅ = 50 mm 10 min After 100 min 
   R: relaxation; C: creep; U: uniaxial; B: biaxial; I: inflation; M: microscope. 
 
 
2.2 Macroscopic Experiments 
Test configurations include both the biaxial tension state representative of physiological FM 
loading and the uniaxial tension state representative of the stress state at holes or defects in 
amnion. Relaxation is typical of deformation-controlled loading of the FM supported by the 
uterine wall, while creep, i.e. loading at constant stress or pressure, might occur in the cervical 
region after ripening. All tests were performed at room temperature. 
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2.2.1 Relaxation experiments 
Relaxation tests (R) were performed with our custom experimental setup [18, 43] consisting of 
two hydraulic actuators with calibrated 20 N load cells, a video extensometer system and a 
buffered saline solution bath. Amnion was gently positioned on a plastic sheet, sprayed with 
saline solution and marked in the central region with a water resistant pen (GEOCollege Pigment 
Liner 0.05). With the help of a sand paper jig, specimens were clamped while immersed in saline 
solution to minimize dehydration and artifacts arising from the high surface tension of the 
amnion. Relaxation experiments were carried out in two testing configurations. Uniaxial tension 
(U) was achieved by elongating a long, narrow specimen (free dimensions: 60 x 15 mm) in the 
direction of the long axis and allowing free contraction in the other directions to reach stress-free 
boundaries. For uniaxial extension with constrained contraction, specimens with a large width-to-
length ratio (free dimensions: 15 x 60 mm) were used, so that lateral (but not thickness) 
contraction was strongly restrained by the clamping and a planar biaxial state of tension (B) was 
obtained, see e.g. [44]. 
The reference configuration and the reference length L were defined by a force threshold of 
0.01 N (U) and 0.04 N (B), respectively, corresponding to an equivalent reference membrane 
tension T of 0.0006 Nmm-1. By this means the nominal strain was defined as ε = ∆L L⁄  and 
the loading was performed at a fixed nominal strain rate of 0.2  s-1. The dwell phase started after 
reaching a target force of 0.8 N (U) and 2.4 N (B), corresponding to a membrane tension T of 
0.054 Nmm-1 in both cases. This value was chosen as a significant loading level with a membrane 
tension of the order of that generated by early contractions [3], while still being beyond a critical 
value potentially causing membrane rupture. To investigate the influence of loading history, the 
loading protocol was repeated with the same specimen after a recovery phase of 100 minutes in 
the unloaded clamped state. Force and displacement signals were recorded at 8 Hz, while images 
of the central region of the specimen were acquired at 4 Hz and used to extract the sample width. 
 
Table 2: Extracted parameters (see Fig. 6 for definitions) are reported as mean ± standard 
deviation. *: significantly different groups (p<0.05). 
 
Group ε [-] Δε [-] Δε [-] 
R-U-1 0.22 ± 0.05 
0.16 ± 0.02* 0.48 ± 0.08 
R-U-2 0.25 ± 0.06 
R-B-1 0.21 ± 0.02 
0.14 ± 0.01 * 0.39 ± 0.05 
R-B-2 0.23 ± 0.02 
C-U-1 0.12 ± 0.01 
0.05 ± 0.02 * 0.23 ± 0.05 * 
C-U-2 0.13 ± 0.02 
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2.2.2 Creep Experiments 
Uniaxial creep experiments were performed with the same handling protocol and on the same 
experimental setup as described in 2.2.1, but the target force of 0.8 N was held constant during 10 
minutes. To avoid an overshoot at the target force, the loading ramp was force-controlled. A 
posteriori analysis showed that by this means a nominal strain rate of approximately 0.04 s-1 was 
achieved over the major part of the loading phase. Additionally, creep inflation tests (I) were 
performed with our custom-built inflation device [31] modified in order to perform creep 
experiments with a fast initial loading: a large reservoir filled with physiological saline solution 
and placed on a platform with an adjustable vertical position, was connected to the inflation 
chamber through a tube equipped with a valve. The reservoir was placed at a specific height to 
generate a target pressure in the chamber within a very short time of the opening of the valve. 
The target pressure of 35 mbar was chosen to achieve a similar creep tension to that used in the 
uniaxial stress configuration (0.054 Nmm-1). Tests were performed in saline solution to ensure 
hydration of the tissue during the experiment. Specimens with 50 mm diameter were clamped on 
the inflating cylinder with the help of sand paper rings [31]. The pressure values and images were 
recorded at 4 Hz. We remark that relaxation experiments with the inflation device were not 
possible due to the permeability of the amnion, which has a leaky epithelium to regulate the 
intramembranous water flow [45]. 
 
 
Fig. 2: Overview of the time-dependent response of fresh human amnion in linear time-scale (a) 
and in logarithmic time-scale (b). Creep (C) and relaxation (R) tests were performed under 
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different configurations: uniaxial tension (U); biaxial tension (B); and inflation (I). The 
specimens underwent two sequential loadings: a first holding (1) of 10 minutes, an intermediate 
recovery phase of 100 minutes, and a second holding (2) of 10 minutes. Tension (relaxation) and 
deformation (creep) curves are normalized with respect to their value at the beginning of the 
holding phase (T , ε and d). Normalized relaxation curves (T/T) show the reduction in 
tension during the dwell phase, whereas normalized creep curves (ε/ε and d/d) show the 
accumulation of creep deformation during constant force loading. 
 
2.2.3 Data Analysis 
Instead of stress, membrane tension [Nmm-1] was used to analyze the data, due to the variability 
and difficulty in measuring the thickness, and the inhomogeneity of the layered structure of 
amniotic samples. For U and B experiments, nominal membrane tension was calculated as 
measured force over initial width. The average transverse stretch (λ) in U configuration was 
computed from the specimen’s width in the central region. To this end, the recorded images were 
converted to black and white upon appropriated adjustment of the threshold level; the area of the 
specimen was divided by the length of the image in the direction of elongation to obtain width. 
Finally, λ was calculated as current divided by initial width. For inflation experiments, 
membrane tension was evaluated as described in [31] from pressure values and current curvature 
of the specimen. The apex displacement	d was quantified with a custom-made algorithm in 
Matlab (The MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, USA).  
In relaxation and creep curves, tension, strain and displacement were divided by the values 
(T,	ε or d) at which the target force was reached (Fig. 6) to compensate for the variation in 
tissue content in different specimens and membranes inducing a different material stiffness, see 
e.g. [16, 32]. A normalization procedure was introduced also to interpret the tension-strain and 
pressure-displacement representation of the relaxation and creep experiments. To this end, the 
nominal strain ε  	 λ  1 was normalized with respect to ε. This is equal to the constant 
strain during the first relaxation in the R-tests and to the strain at the beginning of the first creep 
phase in C-tests. 
 
Fig. 3:The tension fraction (TF) in relaxation (R) and the creep fraction (CF) in creep (C) show 
low variability and are significantly different (*p<0.05) between first (1) and second (2) loading 
groups as well as between different testing configurations (U: uniaxial tension, B: biaxial tension 
and I: inflation). Values are shown as mean ± standard deviation.  
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2.3 Microscopic Experiments 
In-situ relaxation experiments were performed with a custom-made stretching device placed 
under a multiphoton microscope (Fluoview 1000 MPE, Olympus; Facility: Center for 
Microscopy and Image Analysis, University of Zurich). This device consists of two collinear 
actuators driven by servo motors, connected to a control box, and a force sensor (Fig. 1). The 
symmetric setup minimizes translations of the imaged region during loading. The clamps are 
submerged in saline solution to avoid tissue dehydration, and images were taken from the top 
with a water objective (XLPlan N 25x, NA 1.05).  
Specimens were stained with Hoechst 33342 (2'-[4-ethoxyphenyl]-5-[4-methyl-1-piperazinyl]-
2,5'-bi-1H-benzimidazole trihydrochloride trihydrate), a cell-permeable dye which binds to the 
DNA. Mounting of the amnion specimens was done in saline solution with the help of a 
sacrificial plastic jig, which was cut off after tightening of the clamps. Second harmonic 
generation (SHG) signals of the collagen and fluorescence of the nuclei were detected with 
specific filters (Olympus FV10-MRROPT, BA397-412 and BA455-490) using an excitation 
wavelength of 820 nm. Microscope acquisition settings were optimized to allow fast scanning 
through the thickness and to ensure sufficient resolution for the analysis of the data. 3D stacks 
were taken at the initial configuration, continuously during relaxation, and again after unloading, 
by collecting images at 5 μm intervals through the whole amnion thickness. Specimens were 
stretched slowly up to the force threshold of 0.01 N and then up to a nominal strain of 0.2 at a 
constant loading velocity, corresponding to a nominal strain rate of 0.01 s-1. The relaxation strain 
was chosen on the basis of the mean value of the strain obtained in the macroscopic experiments, 
and used instead of a force threshold due to present limitations in the control software. Force and 
displacement signals were recorded at 10 Hz. After loading, the specimen moved slightly in the 
vertical direction, so that new start and end positions of the image stack needed to be defined. 
The adjustment time during relaxation was recorded with a stop watch and considered in the data 
post-processing.  
Microscopic in-plane deformations were extracted from the position and shape of the epithelial 
cell nuclei (Fig. 1). An orthogonal image only containing the fluorescence signal from the second 
channel was taken at each time increment. The nuclei were fitted by circumscribing ellipses, the 
center points of which were tracked during relaxation and used to quantify the microscopic 
stretches in the direction of loading, λ, and perpendicular to it, λ. 
Given the large variability in the amount of the spongy layer that remained attached to the 
amnion (Fig. 1), the thickness of the amnion was extracted manually using the software Imaris 
(Bitplane AG, Switzerland). For each stack, seven lines perpendicular to the epithelial layer were 
drawn through the amnion (without the interface layer) and the mean length of the lines was used 
as a measure of thickness. The microscopic stretch λ was defined as the current thickness 
divided by the initial thickness. 
The orientation of the collagen structure was estimated with a custom Matlab script based on the 
multiscale principal components analysis, according to the procedure proposed by Feng and 
Milanfar [46]. This approach reduces the effect of noise and was found to be appropriate for the 
images where the collagen structure does not show clear edges. Each image was analyzed with a 
mask of 16 pixels and with 4 pyramid layers. All the extracted orientation angles from each 
image were collected through the stack to obtain a planar distribution of angles. The central 
region (70% of all angles) of this distribution was fitted by a normal distribution and its standard 
deviation was defined as the collagen orientation index. 
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2.4 Statistical Analysis 
Quantified parameters are reported as mean ± standard deviation in Table 2. Differences between 
loading cycles were analyzed with a paired t-test, whereas differences between configurations 
were analyzed with a two-sample t-test. A significance level of 0.05 was chosen. 
 
3. Results 
3.1 Macroscopic Response 
The time-dependent behavior of human amnion in creep and relaxation experiments is 
summarized in Fig. 2, where mean curves of normalized histories of tension and displacement are 
reported for the times following the first and second loading of each configuration. The curves 
show a clear distinction between uniaxial and biaxial tension configurations as well as between 
first and second loading, indicated by the tension and creep fractions (TF and CF) in Fig. 3. TF 
defines the normalized tension (T/T) which has not relaxed at the end of the relaxation time. 
This parameter was significantly different between each group. In creep experiments, amnion 
shows little strain accumulation in both uniaxial and inflation configurations. CF is defined as the 
normalized nominal strain (ε/ε) and apex displacement (d/d), respectively, evaluated at the 
end of the creep phase. Creep and relaxation show larger dissipation in the first compared to the 
second loading cycle, and lower dissipation for the state of biaxial tension (I and B) than for 
uniaxial tension (U). The logarithmic representation (Fig. 2b) of the relaxation curves indicates 
short-term and long-term mechanisms in the time-dependent response of the tissue. In the initial 
phase (approx. 0-20 s) the slope differed notably between the U and B configurations, whereas in 
the long-term phase the difference is more pronounced between the loading cycles within one of 
the loading configurations. 
The normalized transverse contraction during relaxation, defined as the stretch λ divided by the 
stretch at the beginning of the holding phase λ,, was found to be time-dependent with two 
characteristic time scales (see Fig. 4). During the initial phase (up to 20 s), the width of R-U 
samples contracts to ~80% of λ,, stabilizing afterwards with less than 5% additional contraction 
over further ~580 seconds. During creep, the transverse contraction along with the longitudinal 
deformation follows the large Poisson’s ratio characteristic of the fetal membrane reported in 
[18].  
 
Fig. 4: Kinematic response of uniaxial relaxation (R-U) and uniaxial creep (C-U) experiments in 
the first (1) and second loading (2). The transversal stretch (λ) is normalized with its value at the 
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beginning of the holding phase (λ,) and shows the additional lateral contraction accumulating 
during the holding phase. 
 
Tension-strain curves of planar tensile configurations (U and B) are shown in Fig. 5 (top rows). 
The right panel displays the curves after normalization with respect to the holding strain of the 
first loading ε. This procedure led to a remarkably consistent and highly repeatable response 
across different specimens in each experimental configuration. Curves including the loading, the 
holding and the unloading of the first and second cycle, were analyzed, and characteristic 
parameters were extracted. A similar reproducibility of the curves was obtained for the inflation 
(I) tests. In this case, the characteristic curves are reported as pressure versus apex displacement d 
and normalized with respect to the apex displacement reached after the first loading d (Fig. 5, 
bottom rows). The influence of the choice of the reference configuration, predefined by the value 
of the initial force threshold, on the proposed normalization was also studied. Remarkably, 
varying the preforce by a factor as big as two, did not significantly affect the result. 
 
Fig. 5: The mechanical response in the first (1, solid lines) and the second (2, broken lines) 
loadings of macroscopic experiments (left column) shows the usual variability in biological 
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membranes. After normalization with respect to the beginning of the first relaxation or creep 
phase (ε, cf. Fig. 6), the curves fall remarkably close together (right column). 
 
The definition of parameters characterizing each curve is illustrated by representative relaxation 
and creep curves in Fig. 6. The corresponding parameter values are reported in Table 2. The 
value of ε varies between samples, especially for the uniaxial configuration, owing to the 
protocol defined in terms of a target tension T. In contrast to the tension fraction TF, ε was 
not statistically different between the two groups (R-U and R-B). The difference in holding strain 
between the first and the second loading, normalized with respect to the first loading value ε, 
was defined as Δε and was significantly different between R-U, R-B and C-U. The initial 
relative residual strain Δε is the strain needed in the second loading to achieve the target force 
threshold, normalized with respect to the holding strain of the first loading ε, and represents 
the non-recoverable strain developed during the first dwell phase with respect to its loading level. 
 
3.2 Microscopic Response 
The microstructural layers of the amnion were investigated in their hydrated and unfixed state. 
The amnion consists of the epithelium, the compact layer and the fibroblast layer. The amount of 
attached amnion-chorion interface (spongy layer) varies from almost none to substantial 
remainders with a thickness that exceeds that of the amnion layer itself (Fig. 1). Relaxation 
curves of specimens stretched to 20% of nominal strain are shown with the corresponding tension 
T reached at the beginning of the relaxation period (Fig. 7). Microscopic in-plane deformation 
was extracted from the displacement of cell nuclei, leading to microscopic longitudinal and 
lateral stretches, λ and λ shown in Figure 8c. 3D image stacks were used to determine values of 
current thickness enabling the quantification of the out-of-plane stretch λ in Figure 8a. During 
in-situ stretching, the specimen moves in the vertical direction so that the focal plane needs to be 
adjusted. Due to this adjustment, the tissue response in the first 30-40 seconds could not be 
recorded. The first and the last measurement of the thickness correspond to the unloaded samples 
before relaxation and the unloaded samples after relaxation, respectively. A large thickness 
reduction was visible between unloaded and loaded configurations, but no significant changes in 
thickness could be observed during the 10 minutes of relaxation (Fig. 8a). Collagen alignment in 
the loading direction was characterized from the second harmonic generation signals and 
quantified through the collagen orientation index, as shown in Figure 8b. The collagen orientation 
index indicates that no systematic change in the global orientation of the collagen occurred 
during relaxation. Finally, microscopic axial elongation and lateral contraction did not change 
during relaxation (Fig. 8c) in agreement with the stable macroscopic response (cf. Fig. 4).  
 
4. Discussion 
A normalized representation of relaxation and creep curves was proposed in this study to quantify 
and compare the response to different test protocols (Fig. 5). This representation provides a 
powerful tool to achieve master-curves that characterize the time-dependent behavior of the 
human amnion. Curves from different specimens and different membranes coincide to a 
remarkable extent, and this effect is highly reproducible for all tested configurations, 
independently of the choice of the reference configuration predefined by the tension threshold 
T. Highly repeatable parameters could be extracted from these characteristic curves and were 
shown to be significantly different between the testing configurations. The tension fraction TF, 
associated with the deformation energy elastically stored in the tissue at the end of the relaxation, 
was shown to be configuration- and history-dependent (changes from first to second cycle), but 
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independent of the strain level. Microscopic relaxation tests with different peak stress values 
confirmed the observation by Oyen et al. [16] that the elastic fraction (equivalent to TF) is lower 
for lower peak stresses. The low inter- and intra-membranous variability of the normalized 
relaxation response - in large contrast to un-normalized curves - was confirmed by the very small 
difference (< 8%) between our mean curve R-U-1 and the curve reported by Oyen et al. [15].  
Higher tension reduction was measured for R-U samples compared to R-B, for which the 
prevented transverse contraction reduces the alignment of fibers in the direction of loading. This 
difference is already evident during the short-term response and this is in agreement with the 
observed ongoing lateral contraction during this phase. Interestingly, the long-term slope of the 
normalized tension curves (Fig. 2) was similar for both configurations when compared in the 
same loading cycle. Our macroscopic results suggest the existence of distinct relaxation 
mechanisms which act at two different timescales (short- and long-term), and which are 
differently affected by the loading configuration and history.  
 
Fig. 6: Representative uniaxial relaxation (R-U) and creep (C-U) curves illustrating the 
nomenclature and the extracted characteristic parameters. “ref” refers to the reference 
configuration and denotes the beginning of the loading ramp. The beginning of the holding phase 
is referred to as “0” and is defined trough the target force F0.  After 10 minutes holding phase 
(“end”), the specimen is unloaded. These characteristic points are shown (on the left column) for 
the first (1) and the second (2) consecutive loading. The parameter Δε  represents the non-
recoverable strain developed during the first dwell phase with respect to its loading level. The 
parameter Δε shows the additional strain needed to achieve the same target force F0 with respect 
to its loading level. Corresponding definitions apply also for data from inflations tests. 
 
The amnion revealed strong relaxation of tension but low accumulation of creep strain. This 
property is reflected by large differences between the relative strain parameters Δε and Δε in 
relaxation and creep. Our results are in line with those for other soft tissues such as tendons [47, 
35, 40], pericardium [48], skin [49] or mitral valve leaflets [50, 51], which likewise revealed 
pronounced relaxation but almost no creep. Based on the speculation that the microstructural 
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mechanisms involved in creep and in relaxation may be different [52], Thornton et al. [35] 
proposed a model able to account for mechanisms of continuous fiber recruitment during creep. 
This model was able to predict a sufficiently different response in creep and relaxation tests. 
According to the model, the progressive fiber recruitment minimizes creep strain accumulation at 
the physiological stress level [42] and can be interpreted as the same microstructural mechanism 
that induces the stress-strain nonlinearity in this range [53]. Additionally, the collagenous crimp 
pattern visualized from frozen histological sections was shown to change significantly after 
creep, and was larger in straightened fibers with higher loading stresses [35]. From this point of 
view, the large reduction in tension observed in relaxation experiments at lower tension levels 
might arise from a substantial un-recruitment of fibers upon initial volumetric relaxation. In 
addition to fiber recruitment and uncrimping, global fiber alignment towards the direction of 
loading needs to be considered as an important mechanism that contributes to the time-dependent 
response. Creep [54] and relaxation [41] behavior are also affected by tissue hydration, due to the 
fact that fibers move in a viscous hydrated matrix. The present data indicate a pronounced 
volume decrease during loading and holding phases, related to water outflow from the 
collagenous network. Creep and relaxation responses of collagenous tissues are intrinsically 
related to the nonlinear nature of their mechanical behavior, arising from microstructural 
deformation mechanisms. These are affected by the loading configurations, the loading stress 
levels and the interaction with the liquid phase. The two characteristic timescales visible in our 
macroscopic experiments suggested two acting mechanisms. Microstructural insight was useful 
to provide better understanding. 
 
Fig. 7: Relaxation response from in-situ (microscopic) uniaxial experiments. The specimens were 
stretched to a nominal strain of 20% giving rise to different peak tensions T0. The amount of 
dissipated tension was larger for smaller values of peak tension. 
 
The in-situ analysis of the amnion involving the information from SHG and fluorescence signals 
showed its multilayer structure and the relevance of investigating its mechanical response at 
different length scales. Amnion has a specific structure characterized by a monolayer of spherical 
epithelial cells that are tightly connected to the compact layer by the basement membrane [4]. For 
this reason, the epithelial nuclei could be used as strain-gauges to analyze the microscopic strain 
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field, providing insight into the 3D microscopic local history of deformation, as shown in Figure 
8. 
A variable portion of the spongy layer remains attached to the amnion during separation and has 
a looser appearance than in the intact fetal membrane [2]. Although the variability in thickness of 
the remaining spongy layer is large, macroscopically the mechanical response showed a very 
small variability in the time-dependent response. This indicates that either the effect of the 
spongy layer was negligible, or that it is characterized by the same deformation mechanism as the 
amnion.  
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Fig. 8: Microstructural parameters quantified from in-situ (microscopic) uniaxial relaxation 
experiments (R-U-M), showing the large volume reduction upon loading followed by a stable 3D 
geometry during the long-term phase of relaxation. Microscopic out-of-plane kinematics (a), 
collagen orientation index (b) and microscopic in-plane kinematics (c) are reported over the 
relaxation time. Investigations of the unloaded samples are denoted with “ref” and “unloaded”. 
These configurations were defined through a force threshold equivalent to the reference 
membrane tension Tref. Similarly to Fig. 4, in-plane stretches are normalized with their values at 
the beginning of the holding phase (λ, and λ,). Macroscopic in-plane kinematics (λ/λ,) are 
shown in light gray. 
 
The corresponding microscopic deformation during relaxation (as determined from the analysis 
of the relative displacement of the deformed cell nuclei) was found to be in line with macroscopic 
data of the central region of the sample. Amniotic thickness reduction was measured between the 
initial and the long-term loaded configuration, indicating a large reduction of volume. In fact, the 
initial average volume of 12.60 ∙ 10 	μm, reduced to 3.8 ∙ 10 	μm (volume change of J =
V'(/V = 0.30) upon long-term loading and recovered to 10.51 ∙ 10 	μm (J = 0.83) after 
unloading, see Fig. 8. Note that the large volume reduction associated with water outflow is 
restricted to the loading period and to the initial phase of the relaxation. Interestingly, no 
significant volume change was measured during the long-term relaxation. The constant volume 
and the stable orientation of fibers suggest that the long-term phase of relaxation arises from 
lower length scale dissipation in collagen fibers. This identifies for all configurations two distinct 
mechanisms and two corresponding time scales: volume reduction due to water outflow in the 
short-term response (up to ~20 seconds); long-term dissipative behavior without a macroscopic 
shape change and without systematic global reorientation of collagen fibers. At lower tension 
level, the first mechanisms might have a stronger influence on the initial tension level, leading to 
a lower TF as observed in Fig. 7 and reported by Oyen et al. [16].  
A recent work [55] describes two mechanisms responsible for stress relaxation in polymer gels: 
viscoelastic relaxation of the polymer network and solvent flow induced volume change. Similar 
to the present case, the latter is the mechanism with larger contribution to stress reduction, but, 
remarkably, unlike the present observations volume increases during gel relaxation, instead of 
decreasing. 
 
5. Conclusion 
Experiments were performed to characterize the time dependent mechanical behavior of human 
amnion in uniaxial and biaxial tensile configurations. This test campaign provided data on creep 
and relaxation response for uniaxial and biaxial tension states, thus forming the basis for 
formulation and validation of constitutive model equations for human amnion. One original 
finding of the present work is that the first and second cycle relaxation and creep curves for 
uniaxial and biaxial loading can be accurately described using one single specimen specific input, 
i.e. the normalizing parameter ε (see Figure 5, right column). The high repeatability of the 
normalized curves indicates highly repeatable deformation mechanisms leading to the observed 
time history of mechanical response. One other remarkable finding concerns the strong volume 
reduction (down to 30% of the initial value) observed for amnion subjected to uniaxial 
deformation. This reduction is partially recoverable when unloading.  
The novelty of the approach followed in this work is due to the fact that, next to macroscopic 
mechanical measurements, in-situ relaxation experiments were performed in a multi-photon 
microscope. Microscopic observations allowed describing the full 3D time dependent 
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deformation behavior (in-plane and out-of-plane stretches, i.e. λ, λ and λ) and to assess the 
evolution of collagen fiber orientation. This information helped rationalizing the data and 
proposing hypotheses on relevant mechanisms of deformation.  
Characteristic parameters of tension relaxation, strain accumulation and transverse contraction 
were determined from macroscopic experiments. These parameters were significantly different in 
first vs. second loading, and in different loading configurations. Amnion displayed a large tension 
relaxation, but small creep strain accumulation, which might arise from the intrinsic nonlinearity 
of the deformation mechanisms of its collagenous network. The microstructure showed two 
characteristic responses: (i) a large volumetric reduction and fiber alignment upon loading and in 
the initial phase of relaxation; (ii) stable microscopic kinematics during long-term relaxation. 
These findings suggest that the long-term relaxation is related to fiber dissipation, whereas the 
short-term relaxation is related to water flow and fiber alignment. 
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